Nala
Patient Chair

Upholstery Configurations

Nala offers designers choices for combining textiles and colors, including the five upholstery configuration options shown here.

Features

- Harmonic tilt (CR43)
- Fixed back, 15-degree angle (CR41)
- Seat and back suspension
- Dual-arm recline activation
- Titanium powder-coated aluminum frame (XTS)
- Dark grey urethane arm pads (G1)
- 24-degree recline range
- Seat and back suspension integrated on back of the seat
- GREENGUARD Gold Certified
- Twelve-year Warranty

Options

- Moisture barrier
- Pivoting arms
- Tilt and roll casters
- 3” twin-wheel casters with roll control; front swivel with brakes, rear swivel
- Integral back handle
- Headrest pillow
- Coordinating footstool
- CTB 133/ASTM E-1537 Certification
- Multiple fabric application

Statement of Line

Configuration 1
Configuration 2
Configuration 3
Configuration 4
Configuration 5

CR41
Fixed back
CR43
Harmonic tilt
CR900
Footstool

CR41
W: 33
D: 28.5
H: 50.5

CR43
W: 33
D: 28.5
H: 50.5

CR900
W: 25.25
D: 16.5
H: 16.5

Nala is a registered trademark of Herman Miller, Inc.
Built with the same ergonomic innovations in Herman Miller's award-winning chairs, Nala combines ergonomics and technology with the comfort, durability, and ease of cleaning you need in a patient chair. Its lift, support, and contours all follow the movement of the human body, creating a patient chair that's truly designed around the patient.

**Patient Chair**

**Details**

- Optional front and rear casters increase mobility.
- Recline and arm pivot can be controlled from either side with either hand.
- A synchronous tilt mechanism supports the user from recline to a forward seated position.
- Integral back handle assists caregivers in repositioning chair.
- Optional tilt and roll casters on rear legs engage when chair is tipped back.
- Curved headrest supports patient’s head, and pillow adjusts 9”.

**Enhanced Features**

- 24-degree recline range
- Harmonic tilt
- Leaf spring and dampening cylinder within tilt mechanism

**Ergonomic Design**

Nala’s optional Harmonic tilt mimics the natural movement of the patient’s body. The chair’s back and seat move synchronously, opening up as the patient reclines and tilting around the body’s natural pivot points. Patients can rest anywhere within a 24-degree recline range. dampening cylinder controls movement for large- or small-statured patients.

**Support + Comfort**

Nala’s seat-and-back suspension is a series of firm, flexible straps encased in a layer of high-density foam. The combination offers a perfect balance: responsive and even support over the entire chair surface and a soft outer layer for a comfortable sit and feel.